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Abstract 

After delivering its sample capsule to Earth, the Hayabusa2 spacecraft started its extended mission to perform a flyby 
of asteroid 2001  CC21 in 2026 and rendezvous with asteroid 1998  KY26 in 2031. During the extended mission, the 
optical navigation camera (ONC) of Hayabusa2 will play an important role in navigation and science observations, 
but it has suffered from optical deterioration after the spacecraft’s surface contact with and sampling of asteroid 
Ryugu. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the telescopic camera (ONC-T) has continued to decrease for more than a year, 
posing a serious problem for the extended mission. These are problems that could potentially be encountered by 
other sample-return missions involving surface contact. In this study, we evaluated the long-term variation of ONC 
performance over the 6.5 years following the launch in 2014 to predict how it will perform during observations of the 
two target asteroids in its extended mission (6 and 11 years from the Earth return, respectively). Our results showed 
several important long-term trends in ONC performance, such as transmission, dark noise level, and hot pixels. During 
the long cruising period of the extended mission, we plan to observe both zodiacal light and exoplanet transits as 
additional science targets. The accuracy of these observations is sensitive to background noise level and stray-light 
contamination, so we conducted new test observations to search for the lowest stray light, which has been found to 
depend on spacecraft attitude. The results of these analyses and new test observations suggest that the Hayabusa2 
ONC will be able to conduct cruising, flyby, and rendezvous observations of asteroids with sufficient accuracy.
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Graphical Abstract

Introduction
After completing observations and sample collection of 
asteroid Ryugu from June 2018 to November 2019, Haya-
busa2 successfully delivered Ryugu samples to Earth on 
December 6, 2020. Hayabusa2 then took off for another 
journey into deep space. JAXA is currently planning a 
flyby of the asteroid 2001  CC21 in July 2026 and a rendez-
vous with asteroid 1998  KY26 in July 2031 for the space-
craft’s extended mission (Hirabayashi et al. 2021; Mimasu 
et al. 2022).

The optical navigation camera (ONC) onboard Hay-
abusa2 is a two-dimensional charge-coupled device 
(CCD) camera system consisting of three camera heads: 
a telescopic camera with seven color filters (ONC-T), 
and two monochrome wide-angle cameras (ONC-W1, 
W2) (Kameda et  al. 2015, 2017; Suzuki et  al. 2018; Tat-
sumi et  al. 2019). These cameras have so far observed 
spectroscopic and morphologic properties of asteroid 
Ryugu (e.g., Sugita et al. 2019; Watanabe et al. 2019; Tat-
sumi et al. 2020; Yokota et al. 2021), dynamic processes 
during the touchdown (TD) sequences (Morota et  al. 
2020; Tachibana et al. 2022), and the artificially generated 
crater on Ryugu (e.g., Arakawa et  al. 2020; Honda et  al. 
2021). The ONC will also be used to observe the shape, 
morphology, and spectra of the target asteroids during 
the extended mission. However, post-TD health-check 
observations have shown that the optical performance of 
the ONC has degraded, most likely because of the adhe-
sion of surface materials kicked up during the two TDs 
on Ryugu’s surface (Fig.  3.5c in Kouyama et  al. 2021), 
leading to the concern that the optical performance may 
further degrade over the next 10 years.

Kouyama et  al. (2021) obtained a degradation trend 
coefficient of d_TD2 = −  0.000252   day–1 from the 

sensitivity time variation of ONC-T using observations of 
stars made during the second touchdown (TD2) between 
July 2019 and May 2020, assuming a linear degradation 
progression. However, if the sensitivity of ONC-T con-
tinues to degrade linearly with time, it will reach zero at 
around 4000 days (approx. 11 years) after TD2. Since this 
“zero-sensitivity” timing would be just before the arrival 
at asteroid 1998  KY26 in 2031, the sensitivity degradation 
trend of ONC-T poses a serious problem. The main cause 
of sensitivity degradation is thought to be the adhesion 
of asteroid dust to the ONC-T optical system during TD. 
The mechanism behind the subsequent sensitivity reduc-
tion that has continuously occurred since then is not 
understood, so making a reliable prediction of sensitivity 
degradation has been difficult. Thus, empirical extrapola-
tion based on actual sensitivity is the only way to make 
this prediction; we continued to monitor the degradation 
in ONC-T sensitivity after departing asteroid Ryugu.

To predict whether the sensitivity at the time of 
flyby and during arrival at the target asteroids will be 
high enough to conduct the observations necessary 
for achieving the mission goals of the extended mis-
sion, we estimate the sensitivity change using the cali-
bration observation data taken with the flat-field (FF) 
lamps onboard ONC-T, and stellar observations accu-
mulated from launch until May 2022, which is nearly 
3 years after TD2. The extended period for the post-TD 
health check is much longer than a year, which our pre-
vious study (Kouyama et al. 2021) was based on, so we 
expected to be able to obtain a significantly more reli-
able prediction of the optical degradation trend now. 
If the predicted sensitivity at the time of flyby and 
arrival is high enough, then it will be needed for deter-
mining the optimal exposure time for observing the 
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new target asteroids. The objective is also to present 
updated information on sensitivity changes that will 
be necessary for future data archiving and reduction. 
Although detailed calibration of ONC-W1 and W2 has 
not been performed during cruising after the departure 
from Ryugu, we took a number of images using both 
W1 and W2 during the capsule delivery operation. The 
current status of ONC-W1 and W2 is inferred based on 
these images.

Sensitivity change of ONC‑T
In the following section, we present a comparison 
among three independent results obtained from FF-
lamp observations, stellar observations, and post-Earth 
swing-by lunar observations, as well as analyses of the 
sensitivity degradation of ONC and related phenom-
ena. These three methods have their own pros and cons 
but are highly complementary to each other. Since the 
FF-lamp observation mode allows for a single light 
source to illuminate the entire field of view, it is easy to 
compare sensitivity over time. It is necessary, however, 
to take into account temperature changes and degra-
dation of the lamp itself. In contrast, stellar observa-
tions are suitable for determining absolute sensitivity 
over time, but measurements can be made for an only 
limited number of pixels, and opportunities to observe 
the same star are limited. Lunar observations have an 
advantage over the other two observation methods, 
because the Lunar brightness is well-explored and 
the Moon can be used as a well-known light source. 
Thus, the Moon can provide both absolute and relative 
brightness over many more pixels in the CCD than stel-
lar observations without affecting its temporal change. 
However, this calibration requires comparison with a 
lunar brightness model, which is much more complex 
than standard star data and has room for improve-
ments. In addition, it has been known that the lunar 
calibration requires rather a strict geometrical condi-
tion, otherwise there could be large uncertainty (cf. 
Lachérade et al. 2013).

Overall, the three calibration methods have different 
advantages and disadvantages. The results using the FF 
lamp were useful for examining the relative sensitivity of 
all pixels in the CCD. On the other hand, it is possible 
that the FF lamp was contaminated during the touch-
down, and it may represent only a part of ONC-T optics 
due to its coverage (see Kouyama et al. 2021). Lunar cali-
bration possibly provides a better result for measuring 
temporal variation in sensitivity. However, it requires a 
strict geometrical condition for accurate result, such as 
the same phase angle among observations, while it was 
not satisfied in ONC-T observations. In this study, it is 

better to trust the absolute value of the camera sensitiv-
ity estimated using the stars. Thus, we decided to use the 
stellar observations as nominal ones for the long term 
transmission monitoring.

Sensitivity variation of ONC‑T observed with the FF lamp
The FF lamp is mounted in front of the optical sys-
tem of the ONC-T and allows almost constant light to 
enter the photosensitive area of the CCD sensor, even 
in deep space. This health-check imaging with the FF 
lamp has been consistently performed with exactly 
the same sequence and exposure time as imaging dur-
ing the ground test and cruising. Table  1 summarizes 
the exposure times and FF-lamp voltage settings for 
the health-check imaging for each band. By comparing 
the imaging data with this lamp turned on, we can esti-
mate the sensitivity change of the entire CCD. Figure  1 
shows the v-band FF-lamp image acquired in December 
2014 immediately after launch. Since the two lamps are 

Table 1 Settings for performing health-check imaging with the 
FF lamp

Bands Center 
wavelengths 
[nm]

Bandwidth 
[nm]

Exposure times for 
FF‑lamp imaging 
[ms]

FF‑lamp 
settings

ul 390.4 45 1049 High

b 479.7 25 524.8 High

v 549.0 28 131.2 High

Na 590.1 10 174.1 High

w 700.4 28 348.2 Low

x 858.9 42 65.6 Low

p 949.7 57 65.6 Low

Wide 775.0 850 5.44 Low

Fig. 1 FF-lamp image taken with the ONC-T v band in December 
2014
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installed diagonally, there are two areas that are brighter 
than the others in the field of view of ONC-T.

The FF-lamp voltage can be set to High or Low, 
which can be used for short wavelengths (ul (0.4  µm), 
b (0.48  µm), v (0.55  µm), and Na (0.59  µm) bands) and 
long wavelengths (w (0.70 µm), x (0.86 µm), p (0.95 µm), 
and wide bands), respectively. FF lamps at the High volt-
age setting are too bright for the w, x, and p bands, caus-
ing saturation, and those at the Low voltage setting are 
too dark for ul, b, v, and Na, leading to signal-to-noise 
ratios that are too low. As discussed by Kameda et  al. 
(2017) and Tatsumi et al. (2019), the bias level, which is 
the offset of the signal of the ONC CCD, depends on the 
temperatures of the CCD, the electronic substrate of the 
camera head, and the ONC analog electric unit (ONC-
AE). This temperature dependence of the bias level can 
be approximately compensated for by smear correction, 
which subtracts data taken at the minimum exposure 
time (0 s). The dark current noise caused by thermionic 
electrons, which depends highly on the CCD tempera-
ture, was reduced using images acquired at low CCD 
temperatures of below −  25  °C. Images with strong 
“radiator stray light”, whose intensities change greatly as 
a function of spacecraft attitude (Suzuki et al. 2018; Tat-
sumi et al. 2019), were not used for calibration analysis. 
At the Low voltage setting, FF-lamp brightness depends 

linearly on the temperature of the ONC-AE, as reported 
by Kouyama et al. (2021). The ONC-AE temperature was 
not constant during the FF-lamp observations, because 
the ONC-AE was under a passive thermal control that 
depends on the temperature of the spacecraft. Thus, we 
linearly corrected the observed brightness to compensate 
for the effect of AE temperature deviation at −  6.8  °C, 
which was the ONC-AE temperature during the first FF-
lamp observation conducted immediately after launch.

Figure  2 shows the change in the sensitivity of the 
ONC-T determined using FF-lamp images acquired 
from launch to July 2021. The value on the vertical axis 
is the average of the count values in all pixels of the CCD 
divided by the value immediately after launch. FF-lamp 
images taken around a year after launch indicate that 
the ul band signal experienced a large (approx. 5%) drop. 
Subsequently, there was less than a 2% change at most in 
all bands until arrival at Ryugu in June 2018. There was 
a 4–5% drop after the first touchdown (TD1) in Febru-
ary 2019, and a 6–7% drop after TD2 in July 2019. These 
post-TD decreases appear to be greater for shorter wave-
length bands. After departure from Ryugu in November 
2019, there was no significant decrease, and there may 
even be a small increase.

Health-check observations using FF lamps after TD 
operations also showed that ONC-T had some change 

Fig. 2 History of ONC-T sensitivity changes from launch to July 2021
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in lens contamination that we had not seen before. Fig-
ure 3a shows an image of the FF lamp acquired prior to 
the departure from Ryugu in November 2019. This image 
is not significantly different from the one taken imme-
diately after launch (Fig.  1). The next FF-lamp image 
acquired in February 2020 (Fig. 3b) did not have any dif-
ferences either. In the image taken in September 2020 
(Fig.  3c), however, dark areas appeared near the center 
and lower right of the field of view. Subsequently in 
December 2020, these dark areas were no longer visible 
in the FF-lamp image after the return to Earth (Fig. 3d). 
Figure 4 emphasizes these dark areas by taking the ratio 
of the September 2020 FF-lamp image to that taken in 
November 2019. This black area was about 5% lower than 
normal. Since these dark areas appeared in all bands of 
the image and the silhouettes of the spots were blurred, 
which indicate that these causal particles are emplaced 
not directly on the ONC-T sensor. it is suspected that 
something was deposited either on the optics other 

Fig. 3 ONC-T v-band FF-lamp images acquired from just before departure from Ryugu (November 3, 2019) to after capsule re-entry (December 28, 
2020). Dark areas only appeared on September 30, 2020 near the center and lower right of the image

Fig. 4 Dark areas are emphasized by taking the ratio of the FF-lamp 
image taken on September 30, 2020, in which the dark areas 
appeared, and the FF-lamp image taken on November 3, 2019, which 
was acquired just before departure from Ryugu
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than the filter. This was the first time that such a change 
occurred in the FF-lamp image since the launch of Haya-
busa2 in 2014.

It has been highly uncertain what mechanism led to 
this phenomenon, but the following three scenarios could 
be possible. First, we think it is possible that a particle, 
which was small but large enough for generating a dark 
spot in ONC-T image frame, came from inside the baffle. 
This would be the same reason for the long-term degra-
dation trend seen after the second touchdown; this might 
be due to motion of powder-like fine dust particles, that 
sticked inside the baffle at the touchdown events.

Dusts from Hayabusa2 body might also be a candidate 
for the dark spot. Because it requires a really special dust 
trajectory that passed through a small aperture of the 
ONC-T baffle, its possibility should be small. However, 
we cannot discard this possibility, since many trajecto-
ries of particles likely from Hayabusa2 body have been 
observed in ONC-T images.

Another possibility is condensation and evaporation of 
volatile material as an important candidate for the dark 
spot at the coldest point of the ONC-T optics. During the 
cursing phase, we have conducted several observations 
at different spacecraft attitudes, which would change 
temperature distribution on Hayabusa2, including the 
ONC-T system. In particular, the long baffle might be 
the most affected component. Such temperature varia-
tion might have led to evaporation of volatile from dusts 

inside the baffle and/or around ONC-T optics, and then 
condensation on the ONC-T front lends.

Figures 5 and 6 show the temperature histories of the 
CCD sensor and the ONC-T optics before and after 
these dark areas appeared. The CCD sensor is cooled 
by a radiator that keeps its temperature low (−  20  °C 
or lower) except in special cases. There is no significant 
difference in the CCD temperature before and after the 
dark areas appeared. On the other hand, the optical 
system of the ONC-T fluctuates between low temper-
atures (approx. −  20  °C), which might lead to volatile 
condensation, during the storage mode and high tem-
peratures (approx. + 20  °C), which might lead to evap-
oration, during the imaging mode. The temperature 
of the optical system was kept at −  20  °C for around 
5 months until just before imaging in September 2020, 
when the dark areas were observed. It was then kept 
at higher temperatures (approx. + 20 °C) until the next 
FF-lamp imaging 3 months later.

Although the optics had been kept at low tem-
peratures for more than 5  months during the period 
between launch and asteroid departure, these dark 
areas never appeared. The fact that they appeared when 
the optical system was kept at low temperatures for a 
long period of time after departing Ryugu suggests 
that outgas released from asteroid-derived materials 
adhered to the ONC-T and its surroundings during TD. 
No such spots appeared in the FF-lamp images taken 

Fig. 5 History of the CCD sensor temperature for ONC-T from November 2019 to July 2021
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after the Earth departure until July 2021. Even if similar 
dark areas appear again, they will likely be eliminated 
by warming up the optical system and will not interfere 
with future observations.

Sensitivity variations of ONC‑T bands based on stellar 
observations
Our previous efforts focused on evaluating the absolute 
sensitivities of ONC-T bands (Tatsumi et  al. 2019) and 
variations in the color sensitivities relative to the v band 
(0.55 µm) (Kouyama et al. 2021) based on stellar observa-
tions. In line with this work, we have added more stellar 
observations to monitor the sensitivities of ONC-T bands 
(Fig. 7) after the capsule re-entry operation on December 
5, 2020. The list of stellar observations is summarized in 
Table 2. As reported in Kouyama et al. (2021), a 15% deg-
radation in absolute sensitivity had been confirmed in the 
stellar observations after departure by comparing them 
to the sensitivity before arrival. On the other hand, only a 
small variation (up to 2%) in the v-band normalized sen-
sitivity (i.e., sensitivity for the color ratio) was confirmed 
for any band during the TD operations of Hayabusa2, and 
the stability of the color ratio had been confirmed in the 
period during the return phase.

These trends were also confirmed from observations of 
β Sco and σ Sgr, both of which were observed before TD1 
and after departure from Ryugu (Fig. 8). In them, we can 
ignore the uncertainty in the reference spectra used for 

measuring sensitivity degradation by comparing obser-
vations of the same stellar brightness over different days. 
For the ul, b, and v bands, the degradation was stable and 
evaluated to be 15.8 ± 0.4%, 15.3 ± 0.3%, and 15.8 ± 0.3%, 
respectively. The error ranges were evaluated from stand-
ard deviations of measured sensitivity degradations in 
Fig.  8. For the bands at longer wavelengths, the degra-
dation was also 15–16%, but there were greater fluctua-
tions (approx. 1.5% for Na, w, and x, and 4% for p) in the 
measurements. We could only obtain calibration obser-
vations for ε Aqr before and after TD1, and we could only 
evaluate the effect of TD1 using this star. However, the 
observation that the sensitivities of all seven bands are 
similar to each other is also found in the pre-TD1/post-
TD1 comparison. Careful monitoring for possible sen-
sitivity variations in those bands should be required in 
future work.

It should be noted that after the TD2 operation, the 
measured sensitives from stellar observations showed 
a gradual decreasing trend corresponding to 2.5% per 
100  days, which continued after departure from Ryugu. 
Kouyama et  al. (2021) concluded that it was difficult to 
judge whether the degradation trend converged because 
of the insufficient number of stellar observations. With 
added stellar observations, however, we can conclude 
that the sensitivity degradation in ONC-T likely reached 
the convergence state for all bands in May 2020, which 
was before the capsule re-entry operation. The magnitude 

Fig. 6 Optics  temperature history for ONC-T from November 2019 to July 2021
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Fig. 7 Sensitivity variations of the ul–x bands measured from stellar observations since Hayabusa2’s launch. The measured sensitivity for each band 
was normalized by the value in Tatsumi et al. (2019), which was measured in space before arrival. A fitted trend for the sensitivity degradation of the 
v band after TD2 is also plotted (dotted line)

Table 2 List of stars used in Fig. 7

Note that ε Aqr, β Sco, and σ Sgr were observed two times, three times, and four times, respectively

Observation date Star name HR no V mag Spectral type Filters Reference spectra

2016-10-19 ζ Peg 8634 3.40 B8V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994)

2017-05-23 θ Crt 4468 4.70 B9.5Vn ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994)

2017-10-10 ε Aqr 7950 3.77 A1V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994)

2017-10-12 σ Sgr 7172 2.02 B2.5V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

Arrival (2018-06-27)

2018-08-25 β Vir 4540 3.60 F9V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2018-11-09 β Sco 5984 2.62 B1V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

TD1 (2019-02-21)

2019-03-09 ε Aqr 7950 3.77 A1V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994)

TD2 (2019-07-11)

2019-07-14 ι Aur 1577 2.69 K3II ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2019-07-18 β Tau 1791 1.65 B7III ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2019-09-26 η Leo 3975 3.45 A0Ib ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2019-11-03 γ Crv 4662 2.56 B8III ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

Departure (2019-11-13)

2020-03-15 τ Sco 6165 2.82 B0.2V ul, b, v, Na, w Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2020-05-04 σ Sgr 7172 2.02 B2.5V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

Capsule re-entry operation (2020-12-05)

2020-12-19 κ Ori 2004 2.06 B0.5Ia ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2021-04-16 β Sco 5984 2.62 B1V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2021-05-17 σ Sgr 7172 2.02 B2.5V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2022-01-19 β Vir 4540 3.60 F9V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2022-03-03 β Sco 5984 2.62 B1V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)

2022-04-11 σ Sgr 7172 2.02 B2.5V ul, b, v, Na, w, x, p Alekseeva et al. (1996)
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of the degradation at the convergence state was almost 
15% for all bands. The updated sensitivity correction 
coefficients are summarized in Table 3.

Here, one possible scenario for the degradation after 
TD2 and its stopping is that the long baffle of ONC-T 
might be a reservoir of dust particles at each touch down 
events, and such dust particles sticking inside of the baf-
fle might move to the surface of the optics at a certain 
timing, which may cause opaque increasing. On the 
other hand, assuming that condition of dust sticking was 
unstable at right after touch down, while it became more 
stable, it might explain the stopping of the degradation 
trend.

However, we have to say the reasons why the gradual 
degradation trend happened after touch down events 
and why it stopped have been highly uncertain because 
of difficulty of monitoring physical state of the optics 
of ONC-T. At least, we can say that ONC-T sensitivity 
had been under a highly unstable condition after touch 
down events. The unstable condition after the second 

touchdown was confirmed not only from star observa-
tions, but also from Ryugu observations (see Fig.  3.5 in 
Kouyama et al. 2021), which proved the stable condition 
of ONC-T before the first touchdown accurately. Simula-
tion of motion of dust particles based on returned sam-
ples and reproductive experiment of inside environment 
of the baffle should help to understand more precise con-
dition of ONC-T in future works.

Sensitivity variations of ONC‑T bands based on lunar 
observations
Figures  9 and 10 show observed lunar irradiance by 
ONC-T bands at 08:05 a.m. on December 6, 2020 and 
modeled irradiance estimated from a lunar reflectance 
model based on SELENE/SP observations (SP model) 
(Yokota et al. 2011). Similar to the lunar observations in 
2015 (Suzuki et  al. 2018), the band ratios between the 
observations and the model are well-consistent, within 
5%.

Fig. 8 Sensitivity variations of the ONC-T bands measured from specific stars that were observed more than two times

Table 3 Sensitivity factors at the reference temperature (TCCD, T = − 30 °C), and errors for the band ratios from stellar observations

a Tatsumi et al. (2019). bValue based on lunar observations. cValue from observing the same star at different times

Sensitivity (DN/s)/(W/m2/µm/sr) at TCCD, T = ‑30 °C

Filters ul b v Na w x P

Before  TD1a Sensitivity 439.1 ± 2.2 969 ± 7.9 1175.0 ± 10.0 546.9 ± 2.0 1515.0 ± 19.3 1499.8 ± 24.6 961.2 ± 28.8b

After TD1 Sensitivity 410.1 ± 11.6 899.1 ± 22.2 1092.8 ± 25.5 510.9 ± 12.2 1418.9 ± 35.1 1405.8 ± 40.7 898.9 ± 39.8

After TD2 Degradation trend − 0.000252  day−1

Sensitivity at TD2 399.7 ± 10.8 879.6 ± 22.1 1071.2 ± 25.0 498.3 ± 11.9 1380.5 ± 34.0 1373.5 ± 37.4 882.6 ± 38.9

After capsule re-entry Sensitivity 363.3 ± 9.0 810.2 ± 16.1 988.5 ± 10.3 469.5 ± 6.7 1279.4 ± 21.8 1276.7 ± 38.2 806.2 ± 30.1c
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Since the brightness of the Moon has been well-stud-
ied and modeled (cf. Kieffer and Stone 2005; Kouyama 
et  al. 2016), the sensitivity of a sensor can be evaluated 
through a comparison between observed and mod-
eled Moon brightness, which is called a lunar calibra-
tion. While the uncertainty in absolute accuracy from 
the lunar calibration is still under discussion (larger than 
5%), the uncertainty for evaluating the relative variation 
in sensor sensitivity between different wavelength bands 
is sufficiently small (less than 1%), although strict geo-
metrical conditions are required for achieving the high 
accuracy, such as the same phase angle condition among 
observations (cf. Lachérade et al. 2013; Sato et al. 2014). 
The observation geometries by ONC-T are summarized 
in Table 4.

In Fig.  11a, the ratios of observed and modeled lunar 
brightness in 2015 and 2020 are plotted for the v, Na, w, 

x, and p bands. Compared to the results from 2015, those 
from 2020 indicate clear sensitivity degradation in all 
bands.

Figure  11b shows quantitative evaluations of the sen-
sitivity degradation between 2015 and 2020. The results 
indicate a 10% degradation for all bands. The 10% deg-
radation from the lunar calibration is somewhat smaller 
than degradation estimations from the stellar and Ryugu 
observations (approx. 15%; Fig. 8) (Kouyama et al. 2021). 
This approximately 5% discrepancy in sensitivity degra-
dation can be considered from uncertainty of the lunar 
calibration due to rather large difference between obser-
vation phase angles in 2015 and 2020 (10° difference at a 
high phase angle condition). Therefore, we consider the 
result from lunar calibration as a reference for confirm-
ing significant sensitivity degradation in this study. We 
expect more quantitative evaluation from lunar calibra-
tion by additional Moon observations at future Earth 
swing-by.

Low stray light attitude and noise evaluation in extended 
missions
To expand the range of possible targets for ONC-T 
observations, such as to zodiacal light observations and 

Fig. 9 a Lunar image obtained by ONC-T (v band) on December 6, 2020 and b simulated image calculated by the SP model (Yokota et al. 2011)

Fig. 10 Observed lunar irradiance taken at 2020-12-06 08:05 (dots) 
and the modeled spectrum (solid line)

Table 4 Moon observation geometries

Date 2015‑12‑05 2020‑12‑06

Distance (km) 764,495 572,053

Phase angle 59.3° 49.4°

Sub spacecraft longitude − 96.2° − 26.0°

Sub spacecraft latitude − 56.4° 8.0°
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observations of transiting exoplanets, before arrival at 
the next asteroid in the extended mission, a method for 
reducing stray light was investigated. It was reported in 
Suzuki et al. (2018) and Tatsumi et al. (2019) that sunlight 
reaches the CCD through a small gap near the ONC-T 
radiator when the spacecraft is oriented in attitudes that 
allow sunlight to be incident on it. The ONC radiator is 
mounted on the -Y panel of the spacecraft and is also 
close to the + X side. Therefore, if the spacecraft is ori-
ented, so that the Sun shines on the − X and + Y sides of 
the spacecraft, then sunlight will not shine directly on the 
radiator.

Until the capsule was released to Earth in December 
2020, the spacecraft was operated in such a way that 
the – X side of it was not exposed to sunlight. This was 
done to protect the capsule, which was placed on that 
side. This restriction was removed after capsule separa-
tion. The “stray light from the ONC-T radiator" should be 
reduced by keeping the Sun on the − X and + Y sides of 
the spacecraft.

Figure  12 shows the ONC-T stray light intensity 
(log[DN/s], where DN is the digital number) for the 
spacecraft attitude from the arrival in June 2018 to 
departure in December 2020, using the same method 
as Tatsumi et  al. (2019). Observations indicated by the 
gray circles were taken with long exposures of 100  s or 
more. The amount of stray light is small in the region 
where sunlight is incident on the spacecraft’s − X panel 
(XPNL < 0) and + Y panel (YPNL > 0). Depending on the 
spacecraft attitude, relatively high stray light (~ 1000 
DN/s) may enter image in the worst cases, but it can be 
reduced by a factor of 100 by setting the spacecraft to 
appropriate attitude.

After capsule separation on December 5, 2020, we 
attempted observations with long exposures of more than 
100 s with the Sun on the -X side of the spacecraft, and we 
confirmed that the signal due to stray light or noise was 

less than 0.2 DN/s. According to Kameda et  al. (2017), 
the dark current noise of ONC-T at a CCD temperature 
of − 20 °C is approximately 0.1 DN/s, and the < 0.2 DN/s 
result obtained in this trial is comparable to this value. The 
maximum exposure time of the ONC-T is about 178 s, and 
even for a target with a very small signal, if 36 counts or 
more can be expected in that time, then it is possible to 
image with a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 or better.

Prediction of the sensitivity change and exposure time 
for the extended mission
A comparison of ONC-T sensitivity changes for the 
FF lamp and stellar observations shows good agree-
ment, except that no stellar observations were made 

Fig. 11 a Ratios between the observed and modeled lunar brightness. The model brightness was estimated based on the SP model. b Sensitivity 
degradation between 2015 and 2020 for the lunar observations evaluated in (a)

Fig. 12 Stray light intensity (log[DN/s]) of ONC-T for spacecraft 
attitudes taken from June 27, 2019 to December 26, 2020. Black 
circles show observations made with a long exposure (> 100 s). XPNL 
and YPNL represent the solar incidence angle on the spacecraft’s X 
and Y panel, respectively
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immediately after launch. Thus, the rapid initial decrease 
in the ul band observed in the FF-lamp observation 
cannot be supported with stellar observation. In both 
observation results, no significant decrease in sensitivity 
occurred after the return to Earth (capsule re-entry) in 
December 2020.

We made simple models for predicting future changes 
in the sensitivity of ONC-T, whose purpose is to evaluate 
the feasibility of observing the asteroids 2001  CC21 and 
1998  KY26 during the extended mission. Figure 13 shows 
two potential cases for the sensitivity change (Table 3) of 
the v band that are obtained from stellar observations: 
(1) no sensitivity decrease and, as the worst case, (2) a 
decrease rate of 2%/1302  days seen in the early days of 
FF-lamp observations. In the first case, the relative sen-
sitivity remains 84.1% after April 15, 2020. In the other 
case, the relative sensitivities during the approach of 
asteroids 2001  CC21 and 1998  KY26 are estimated to be 
80.6% and 77.8%, respectively.

The brightness and albedo of asteroids 2001  CC21 (Bin-
zel et  al. 2004) and 1998  KY26 (Ostro et  al. 1999) have 
been reported, but the albedo values of them are highly 
uncertain at this time. Here, we consider a range of 
albedo values for the target asteroids with a lower limit 
of 4%, the same as Ryugu, and an upper limit of 20%. 

The brightness of asteroids 2001  CC21 and 1998  KY26 
was compared to that of Ryugu, taking into account the 
distance between the asteroids and the Sun. This bright-
ness ratio is, in other words, the ratio of the exposure 
time required to image Ryugu with ONC-T to the expo-
sure time required to image the asteroids 2001  CC21 and 
1998  KY26 (Table 5). 2001  CC21 requires a shorter expo-
sure time than Ryugu due to its smaller solar distance, 
while 1998  KY26 requires a longer exposure time owing 
to its larger solar distance. Exposure times for imag-
ing Ryugu ranged from 65 to 131 ms in the v band. The 
range of exposure time for Ryugu was narrow, because 
the positional relationship between the solar panel fixed 
to the spacecraft and the camera viewing direction was 
a constraining condition, resulting in a limited range of 
phase angle imaging. By multiplying this range of expo-
sure times by the exposure time ratios in Table 5, we can 
estimate that asteroid 2001  CC21 can be imaged with 
exposure times ranging from 11 to 110  ms, and aster-
oid 1998  KY26 with exposure times ranging from 22 to 
219 ms. These ranges are within the range of the possi-
ble ONC-T exposure time settings. These exposure times 
are the time required to obtain a signal of approximately 
2000 DN of the asteroid. Thus, the predicted signal rate 
at 2001  CC21 and 1998  KY26 are 18,000–1800 DN/s and 

Fig. 13 Model of sensitivity changes for ONC-T in the v band. Changes up to April 15, 2020 are from stellar observations (Table 3). After that, the red 
line shows the case with a sensitivity decrease, and the green line shows the case with no change
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90,000–9000 DN/s, respectively. These signal rates are 
large even when compared to the signal rate of stray light 
in the worst case (1000 DN/s). With the exception of 
the wide band, all bands were within the settable expo-
sure time range, and it was confirmed that ONC-T could 
observe asteroids 2001  CC21 and 1998  KY26. The wide 
band used for Ryugu imaging had an exposure time of 
8  ms, two steps higher than the minimum setting (0  s), 
so the exposure time could not be set sufficiently short to 
cope with the high albedo of 2001 CC21, indicating that 
the signal would saturate. If the exposure time setting is 
increased by one step, the exposure time is approximately 
multiplied by the square root of two.

ONC‑W1 and W2 sensitivities since departure 
from Ryugu
The ONC onboard Hayabusa2 has two wide-angle cam-
eras, W1 (nadir view) and W2 (oblique view) (Suzuki 
et al. 2018). These cameras do not have FF lamps or high 
enough sensitives to observe most stars, so we did not 
have a chance to perform a quantitative health check 
after the departure from Ryugu. Thus, the Earth return 
was one of the few opportunities to examine the health of 
W1 and W2. Furthermore, since the spacecraft reached 
very close to Earth (approx. 300  km from the surface) 
when the capsule re-entered the atmosphere, this pro-
vided a unique opportunity for observing a fast-moving 
object relative to the spacecraft. In this section, we dis-
cuss the results of the Earth observations and infer the 
health conditions of the cameras.

Status of ONC‑W1
Earth imaging using ONC-W1 was successfully per-
formed during the return to Earth in December 2020. 
The exposure time used was 8.2  ms, which is the same 
as that used in 2015. Photometric differences are not 
taken into account, because the small visual diameter in 
the 2015 Earth image only allows comparison of the dark 

areas of the ocean that were confirmed to be cloud-free. 
While the counts of the oceans in 2015 were about 500 to 
600, those in 2020 were about 300 to 400. Assuming that 
this difference in brightness (approx. 60%) is due to the 
sensitivity degradation, it is comparable to that reported 
in Kouyama et al. (2021).

ONC-W1 was designed to capture Ryugu images with 
approximately the same exposure time as the ONC-T. On 
the other hand, ONC-W1 was also designed to enable 
target marker imaging using the flash lamp during TD, 
which was expected to be much brighter than Ryugu. To 
cover both requirements, ONC-W1 has shorter mini-
mum (170 μs) and maximum (5.6 s) exposure times than 
those for ONC-T. If ONC-W1 had no sensitivity degra-
dation, then stars brighter than magnitude 1.2 could be 
observed with the maximum exposure time. However, 
because of the limited exposure duration and the signifi-
cant sensitivity degradation of ONC-W1, observations of 
Formalhaut (visual magnitude of 1.2) in May 2022 pro-
duced no stellar image.

On the other hand, Jupiter observations in April 2020, 
which was brighter than a visual magnitude of 0, pro-
duced a bright image of Jupiter that was clearly con-
firmed in the W1 image. Since ONC-W1 conducted 
Jupiter observations in February 2016 in the cruising 
phase to Ryugu, meaning before sensitivity degradation, 
it is possible to measure the sensitivity degradation by 
comparing observed brightness of Jupiter. By applying 
correction of observation geometries in 2016 and 2020 
following Tatsumi et al. (2019), which enables to compare 
two observations with different distance and phase angle 
conditions, we confirmed that the magnitude of sensitiv-
ity degradation in ONC-W1 was 61 ± 3%. This result is 
highly consistent with the measured sensitivity degrada-
tion in Kouyama et al. (2021). The sensitivity of ONC-W1 
should be monitored periodically until the arrival of the 
target asteroid in the future using opportunities when 
brighter stars and Jupiter are observable and when the 
spacecraft performs another flyby of Earth.

Table 5 Estimated relative sensitivities and exposure time ratios for the new target asteroids

*Because the exact arrival date has not yet been determined, we chose a date near the middle of the expected arrival month

**Value for the worst expected sensitivity

Asteroid Ryugu 2001  CC21 1998  KY26

Spectral types C L L

Arrival date* 2018/06/27 2026/07/15 2031/07/15

Days since arrival at Ryugu 0 2940 4766

Estimated relative sensitivity [%] – 80.6–84.1 77.8–84.1

Heliocentric distance [km] 1.4665E + 08 1.2062E + 08 1.6710E + 08

Albedo [%] 4 20 4 20 4

Exposure time ratio** 1 0.17 0.84 0.33 1.67
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Status of ONC‑W2
ONC-W2 was designed to image Ryugu with about 1/6 
the exposure time of ONC-T. The maximum exposure 
time for ONC-W2 was 45  s. If ONC-W2 had no sensi-
tivity degradation, then stars brighter than magnitude 
4.6 could be observed with the maximum exposure 
time. During the return phase, ONC-W2 observed Vega 
(magnitude 0.03) with the maximum exposure time on 
February 28, 2020. Vega was successfully captured with 
sufficient DN, that is, approx. 1100 DN, or a signal-to-
noise [S/N] ratio of 200 if we consider only background 
noise level. Even if hot-pixel existence is considered, the 
measurement still achieved 30–40 S/N ratio. From the 
observation, the observed Vega brightness was 86 ± 4% of 
expected brightness for which we assume that no-degra-
dation happens on ONC-W2, that is, ONC-W2 has the 
sensitivity of 3.8 ×  103 (DN/s)/(W/m2/sr/μm) (Tatsumi 
et al. 2019).

It should be noted that Vega position in the ONC-W2 
field of view (FOV) was far from center, and it was hard 
to quantitatively evaluate its sensitivity variation due to 
uncertainty in the flat field correction for such a region 
(up to 15%, Tatsumi et al. 2019). Although it is difficult to 
provide a quantitative conclusion for ONC-W2 sensitiv-
ity due to the large uncertainty in flat field correction for 
stars, at least, we can say ONC-W2 did not experience 
significant sensitivity degradation that ONC-W1 experi-
enced (~ 60% degradation), and this should be due to dif-
ference of W2’s boresight direction from W1’s direction.

The boresight direction of ONC-W2 is tilted approxi-
mately 60 degrees from that of ONC-T. The unique 
installation angle of this camera was used to attempt 
imaging of Earth and the capsule during the Earth swing-
by on December 6, 2020. Continuous imaging with 1-s 
exposures was performed, but the capsule could not be 
detected (see Appendix for details). On the other hand, 
it successfully observed the city lights of Adelaide and 
cloud-like patterns over Australia (Fig. 14). These results 
indicate that W2 is still functional and has not experi-
enced severe deterioration in sensitivity.

Fig. 14 a Australia imaged by ONC-W2 at 02:29 a.m. on December 6, 
2020 (2 min before closest approach to Earth). The bright spot on the 
left of the image comes from the city lights of Adelaide. b Simulated 
night view of an ONC-W2 image at the same time. c Simulated image 
with the topography visible
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Conclusion
The star observation data, which is the most reliable 
among our calibration sources, obtained after depar-
ture from asteroid Ryugu suggest that ONC-T opti-
cal sensitivity degradation may have settled down by 
400–500  days after the first touchdown (i.e., ~ 700th 
day after Ryugu arrival) and that the subsequent change 
in sensitivity is within the error of stellar calibra-
tions. Based on the FF-lamp measurement data, which 
gives worse trend than the star observation data, we 
obtained lower estimates for transmission during the 
extended mission. Assuming that the rate of change in 
sensitivity seen on the FF-lamp before Ryugu arrival 
continues after 700th day, the ONC-T sensitivity is 
estimated to be between 80.6% and 84.1% during the 
2001  CC21 flyby and 77.8% and 84.1% during the 1998 
 KY26 flyby, respectively. Thus, even if this pessimistic 
linear decrease trend after 700th day is real, it will not 
pose a serious problem for asteroid observations in the 
extended mission. These sensitivity levels are expected 
to be sufficient for performing the necessary observa-
tions of these asteroids. Although the extended mission 
period is long, calibration should be repeated through-
out the extended mission to track changes in sensitivity.

During the cruise preceding Hayabusa2’s arrival at 
the target asteroids in the extended mission, oppor-
tunities for ecliptic light observations and exoplanet 
observations can be increased by reducing noise from 
attitudes in which the Sun shines on the −  X and + Y 
panels of the spacecraft.

Appendix
Observation with ONC‑W2 during the re‑entry phase 
of the return capsule
See Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19

Since ONC-W2 was rarely used during the return 
cruise, even during the proximity phase after TD2, it has 
not been confirmed that any significant optical degrada-
tion occurred. We attempted to use the unique installa-
tion angle of this camera to image Earth and the capsule 
during the Earth swing-by operation. We decided to 
include it in this study as part of a qualitative optical deg-
radation assessment.

Based on the observational result of the maximum 
brightness of Hayabusa’s return capsule during the re-
entry phase of its 2010 mission, the maximum tempera-
ture of the return capsule was expected to be around 

Fig. 15 Required exposure times for observing the return capsule with a S/N ratio of 10 as a function of observation distance. A gray line indicates 
the maximum exposure time of ONC-W2 (44 s), and the orange colored region indicates conditions in which ONC-W2 is capable of observing the 
capsule
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3000 °C from considerations of blackbody emission, and 
the altitude during maximum brightness was 55–60 km 
(Sato et al. 2012). We assumed that the return capsule of 
Hayabusa2 would also reach maximum brightness tem-
perature at 55–60  km. The estimated distance between 
the capsule and the Hayabusa2 spacecraft would be 
around 350–400 km at the time of maximum brightness.

Although the size of the capsule (40 cm diameter) was 
much smaller than the corresponding spatial scale of a 
ONC-W2 pixel (400  m), even from the minimum dis-
tance of 350 km, we confirmed that the capsule would be 
bright enough to be observed (i.e., the S/N ratio would 
be 10) within the possible exposure times, assuming a 
3000 °C capsule temperature (Fig. 15). If W2 observes the 
capsule from a distance of 350 km, then 1 s of exposure 

would be enough for unambiguous detection if the object 
were moving with respect to Hayabusa2.

However, it was also expected that the motion of the 
capsule in the W2 FOV would be approximately 10 pixels 
within the 1-s exposure owing to the velocity difference 
between Hayabusa2 and the capsule. Therefore, an effective 
exposure time for the capsule observation would be 0.1 s, 
and the possible S/N ratio would be around 5. Although the 
expected S/N ratio could be marginal, we conducted obser-
vations using 1-s exposures with an interval of 2 s during 
the re-entry phase of the return capsule.

Figure 16a shows an example of the images obtained on 
December 5, 2020 during this phase. Since there were clear 
periodic noise patterns (due to electromagnetic noise), 

Fig. 16 a Example of an ONC-W2 image when the capsule is expected to have maximum thermal emission. b Synthetic image generated from the 
top-10 Fourier components in (a). c Noise reduced image derived from (a, b)

Fig. 17 Close-up of an ONC-W2 image that includes the expected 
region where the return capsule was observed (indicated by a dotted 
rectangle), taken at 17:29:02 p.m. on December 5, 2022 Fig. 18 Relationship between the apparent brightness temperature 

and the DNs of ONC-W2, observed from a 350 km distance
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we performed Fourier analysis for each image (Fig.  16b) 
and reduced the noise by subtracting the top-10 Fourier 
components for each line, thus enhancing their visibility 
(Fig. 16c). The formula for doing this can be given by

where aj indicates the amplitude of the jth largest Fourier 
component, and bj and fj are its phase and wavenumber, 
respectively.

Figure  17 shows a close-up image that includes the 
region where the capsule was expected to be observed. In 
this region, there was no clear bright spot that exceeded 
a S/N level of 3 or 5, compared with the surrounding 
region. The standard deviation of counts in the image 
was 1.7 DN; the S/N levels of 3 and 5 corresponded to 5.1 
DN and 8.5 DN, respectively.

It is difficult to discuss the implications of an observa-
tion result in which no significant signal was detected. 
However, the unique nature of this particular observation 
allows us to infer the significance of the fact that ONC-
W2 did not detect light from the aerodynamically heated 
side of the capsule. From the sensitivity and spectral 
response performance of ONC-W2 (Suzuki et  al. 2018; 
Kouyama et  al. 2021), the brightness temperatures that 
provide 5.1 DN and 8.5 DN for ONC-W2 from a 350 km 
distance are 2125 and 2224K, respectively (Fig. 18). This 
means that the apparent brightness temperature from 
ONC-W2 might not reach 3000 °C.

It should be noted from the investigation of the return 
capsule of the first mission that the back side of the 

gi(x) =

10∑

j=1

ajsin(2π fjx − bj),

capsule experienced only approximately 650K heating 
(Sato et al. 2012), while the front side of the capsule expe-
rienced 3000  °C. Therefore, if ONC-W2 observed both 
the front and back sides of the capsule, then the apparent 
brightness of it should be much darker than the bright-
ness for 3000 °C.

Figure  19 shows a schematic view of a geometric 
configuration for the capsule observation by ONC-
W2 based on the planned trajectories of the capsule 
and Hayabusa2 during the re-entry phase. Assuming 
the shape of the capsule to be a sphere for simplicity, 
the front side of it (higher temperature) occupies only 
6.7% of the capsule’s silhouette seen from ONC-W2. In 
this case, the apparent brightness of the capsule corre-
sponds to 2150K, even if the front side of the capsule 
reached 3000 °C. A temperature of 2150K is almost the 
same as that for a S/N level of 3, and thus, the geomet-
ric configuration and relatively low temperature of the 
capsule’s backside can be reasons why ONC-W2 could 
not capture a clear signal from the capsule.

It has been noted that post-flight analysis of the 
onboard accelerometers indicates that the attitude of the 
return capsule was very stable at high altitudes, where 
high aerodynamic heating took place. A large-amplitude 
rotation only took place at low altitudes ≲20 km (Yamada 
and Yoshihara 2022). This is consistent with our result 
that ONC-W2 did not detect significant light during the 
atmospheric re-entry of the capsule.
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